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\/Vith  reference to the 7th JPSC  Civil  Services  Examination  (P.T.) the following  is  brought
to notice,

(1)  lt  is  noteworthy that  an  unprecedented  5,35,521  candidates  had  registered  for this

examination    of   which   eventually   3,69,327   obtained   their   admit   cards.    Finally,

2,49,650  examinees  appeared,  accounting  for  nearly  5,00,000  0MR  sheets.  This

figure was nearly four times any previous examination.

(2)  ln  this  current  P.T„  out  of 2,49,650  examinees,  there  were  57  such  for whom  one

OMR  answer sheet was  not  available. at JPSC  on  November  1,  2021.  AIl  these  57

candidates  had  been  shown  as  present  on  the  attendance  sheet  of the  concerned

examination centre.

(3)  This was not  the fault of the 57 candidates in question.

(4)    ln the interests of well established  canons of natural justice and in  order not to delay

the  declaration  of results,  the  Commission  decided  to  allow 49  of them   the  cut-off

marks  and  declare  them  as  qualified  provisionally.  The  remaining  8  could  not  be

declared qualified due to other valid grounds particular to their cases.

(5)  An  enquiry  was  initiated  into  the  matter  on  November  1,  2021   itself so  that  these

cases could be resolved at the earliest.

(6)  The  inquiry has  now come to  a  conclusion,  on the'basis  of facts,  and  none of these

49 candidates have been found to qualify. Their roll numbers are as follows:-

52058201 52236876 52236878 52236879 52236880 52236881 52236882 52236884

52236887 52236888 52236889 52236890 52236891 52236892 52236893 52236894

52236895 52236896 52236897 52236898 52236899 52236900 52236901 52236902

52013103 52031738 52087981 52087985 52117539 52299082 52321845 52342865

52342866 52342867 52342868 52342869 52342870 52342871 52342874 52342876

52342877 52342878 52342879 52342880
• 52342881

52342883 52342884 52342885

52342886

(7)  Since these candidates were given marks equal to the cut-off, their removal does not

change the cut-off in any manner.

Sd/-
Secretary

Jharkhand Public Service Commission,
Ranchi


